Course Sites

Each course has its own site or space in Sakai where you can access handouts, assignments, notes, take online quizzes or tests, and view your grades in that course. The following will give you a general overview of some of the features you may find in your different Sakai course sites.

Course Homepage Features

Every course homepage has areas that contain information specific to that course. You will see a general homepage area, and areas for announcements, a calendar, and messages. Please Note: The Announcements, Calendar, and Messages features on a course home page are all unique to that course site – they only include posts from that particular course. This is different than your My Workspace homepage which combines announcements, calendar posts, and messages from all courses in one page.

Menu

You may access different features using the menu on the left side of any course page. The tools available may vary depending on instructor or group preference, and you will see tools change as you click on different course sites. Click on the blue arrow to minimize or expand the menu view.